manner. They can see things with their own eyes and hear the stories
behind them. A museum is place where children can discover and
experience things, and enjoy themselves. A visit to a museum provides
inspiration for children and challenges them to reflect and look at things

Museums have a lot to offer children. And children enjoy visiting a
museum. Why, then, do they not visit them far more often? Are they
put off by the admission price? Surely the answer then is simply to make
entrance free for children? Then they will certainly come. No, they won’t.
Surprisingly enough, free admission attracts scarcely any new children to
a museum. So how do you tempt children into making a visit? That is the
subject of this publication.
If there is one thing we all agree on, it is that children are never too
young to learn about our cultural heritage and the collections that are
its physical manifestation. This publication describes what measures
are genuinely effective in encouraging children to visit a museum more
often. In it, public authorities, schools, intermediaries and museums will
find specific practical suggestions to help museums attract more young
visitors.
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Cover: Students during the lesson in tints and tones at the exhibition
‘Fishing’ by Imi Knoebel, Gemeentemuseum, Den Haag. Photo: Najib Nafid.

Foreword
The future lies in the hands of the young. Everyone agrees that this saying hits the
nail on the head when it comes to children visiting museums. Children are never
too young to learn about our cultural heritage and the collections that represent its
physical manifestation.
What can you do to persuade children to visit a museum more often? Allow children
up to the age of 12 to get in free? That seems a good idea. Nevertheless, in 2009 the
former Minister of Education, Culture and Science, Ronald Plasterk, decided that he
first wanted to investigate whether free admission really would increase the number
of visits by children to museums, or whether there might be more effective incentives.
This has proved to be a wise decision. The Netherlands Museums Association asked
two prominent firms, Paul Postma Marketing Consultancy and APE Public Economics,
to carry out some in-depth research. And what did they find? Free admission is not
the answer at all. Nor is free transport to museums. Museums simply need to be
more enjoyable and more appealing to children. Therein lies the greatest potential.
Museums that already put their heart and soul into attracting children with exciting,
challenging and inspirational activities have no cause for complaint about the level
of attendance by young visitors. These are museums where children can discover
and experience things for themselves and have fun and that they return to.
Despite the enthusiasm shown by museums in their efforts to increase their appeal
to children, little is known about the actual effects of those efforts. The results are
not always measured in a consistent and uniform manner and the figures provided
by museums are not always comparable, for example because the figures given
for the number of visits and the number of visitors are often confused. So how do
you reach children as a specific target group? Simply by inviting them to visit, or by
reaching out to them where they spend so much of their time: on social networks
and online game sites.
The decision to thoroughly investigate ways of encouraging more children to visit
museums was a good one. This publication contains a summary of the most important findings. In it, public authorities, schools, intermediaries and museums will find
specific practical suggestions to help them attract more young visitors. Because
there is one thing we can all agree on: it is certainly worth investing in the museums’
audience of the future!
Netherlands Museums Association
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A school class studying the wall painting by Sol LeWitt in the cupola of the Bonnefanten Museum, Maastricht.
Photo: Harry Heuts/Bonnefantenmuseum.
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Netherlands Museums Association into methods of children to visit museums
more often.
First, we describe the background to the study and the questions that were

Survey

investigated.
The following section looks at the various initiatives that are already being taken
by museums in the Netherlands and in other countries to promote visits by

School visits

children.
Then we deal separately with the studies conducted into museum visits made

arranged under a number of distinct headings, which provides a useful summary
for readers who are eager to learn the results of the study.

Family visits

The publication concludes with a list of specific measures that the Netherlands
Museums Association plans to take - in cooperation with museums, public
authorities, intermediaries and the educational sector - to put the conclusions
from the various studies into practice.
In conclusion

getting children to visit more often

For the complete results of the study we refer to the report entitled ‘Stimulering museum
bezoek door kinderen – verantwoording van de experimenten’ (‘Encouraging visits to
museums by children – a report of the experiments’) by Aarts De Jong Wilms Goudriaan
Public Economics (APE) and Paul Postma Marketing Consultancy (PPMC), November 2011.
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Introducing children to museums

Children’s workshop in the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. Photo: Myra May.
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Attracting more children
to museums
Introducing children to museums
Museums play an important role in managing our national heritage and
making it accessible to the general public. And everyone agrees that it is
never too soon to introduce children to the objects on display in museums and
the stories they tell. But how do you tempt children into visiting museums
more often? Free entrance would seem to be the obvious answer. Or are
there other factors? That is the question addressed in this publication.

Museums have value

employment. A museum also offers

Museums have a social value

children an inspiring, creative and

that cannot be expressed solely

informal environment in which to

in monetary terms. They bring

learn. Museums are therefore more

us into contact with unique,

than worth a visit - especially for

exciting and valuable collections.

children.

As a society, we are proud of the

8

common heritage that binds us,

20 million visits

and it is museums that preserve

The statistics also reflect the value

that common heritage by bringing

and appeal of museums. Dutch

the past, the present and the future

museums generate more than 20

together. They are places where

million visits every year; 3.2 million

people from different generations

of them are visits by children,

and cultures meet one another and

visiting with their family or their

share common interests. Museums

school. It would be nice if even

also have an economic value. They

more children visited a museum,

are tourist attractions and help to

and did so more often.

promote the Netherlands abroad.

If children discover and develop an

They attract business and, both

interest in museums at an early age,

directly and indirectly, create

they will visit more often later on.

>>
Girl on a vehicle designed by mechanical engineering students at University Delft, Science Centre, Delft.
Photo: Sam Rentmeester.
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A school class on a guided tour in the Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam. Photo: Merlijn Michon.

The speaking wall in the Jewish Historical Museum (JHM Children’s Museum), Amsterdam. Photo: Liselore Kamping.

Numbers of museums and visits to museums

Museums are fun!

Museums that make a special effort

according to different definitions

A museum is an ideal environment to

to appeal to children, in particular,

learn in an informal manner. There

attract a lot of young visitors.

2010

source

is always something new to discover.

Museum.nl

Children learn by seeing things

20,540,000

CBS statline

with their own eyes and hearing the

More frequent visits to the
museum

18,450,000

Museums Association

stories behind them. They discover

If museums have so much to

& Museum Register

and experience things and enjoy

offer, why do children not visit

Museums Association

themselves. A visit to a museum

them more often? Do children

provides inspiration, challenges them

prefer sitting behind a computer

to reflect and look at things critically,

to visiting a museum? Could

as well as bringing pleasure: museums

museums perhaps make better

can be fun for children! But only if they

use of online possibilities to enter

offer children something that reflects

the children’s world and introduce

their own world and their interests.

them to the world of museums?

museums

visits

Museums

1,254

Unknown

Museums

773

Registered museums

547
465

17,600,000

382

16,500,000

Museums Association

55

12,500,000

Museums Association

(including current applications)
Members of the Netherlands
Museums Association
Museums that accept the Museum Pass
Top 55 largest museums

Source: ‘More than worth it’ (Netherlands Museums Association 2011)
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What are museums already doing

are included. In view of these

to encourage and tempt children to

estimates, it was decided not to

visit? This publication shows what

make admission to museums free

works and what doesn’t.

for children.

Free admission doesn’t work

What does work?

In 2009 the Dutch parliament

The minister asked the Netherlands

decided to make admission to

Museums Association to investigate

museums free for children. At the

what measures would be most

request of the former Minister

effective in attracting children to

of Education Ronald Plasterk,

museums more often, and at the

estimates were made about the

same time to carefully re-evaluate

likely effects and costs of this

the issues of price and transport.

measure. Those estimates, based

In response to the minister’s

on theoretical models and reported

request, seven experiments and

behaviour, projected an annual

studies were carried out. The

increase of 100,000 to 200,000 in

results of these studies provide

visits by children at an estimated

the sector, public authorities and

cost of € 5.4 million a year. Precise

the education sector with a sound

enquiries to museums indicated

basis for developing effective

that this sum would actually be

methods to promote visits to

€ 7.8 million, rising to around € 9

museums by children.

million if the costs of registration

The social significance of museums
Museums have five social values:

•
•
•
•
•

Collection value
Connecting value
Educational value
Experience value
Economic value

The Netherlands Museums Association analysed the social value of
museums in its publication Meer dan waard [‘More than worth it’] in 2011.
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Listening to fairy tales about emotions at the family exhibition ‘Het Rijk van Heen en Weer’ (‘The Kingdom of
There and Back’), Museum voor Communicatie (Museum of Communication), Den Haag. Photo: Femque Schook.
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Attracting more children
to museums
How do you attract children to museums?
Why do some museums succeed in attracting a lot of children despite
high entrance fees, while others – for which entry is free – do not?
Obviously, free admission does not play a decisive role in choosing
which museum to visit. So what measures are effective in encouraging
more children to visit a museum?

What is already being done?

looked at the entrance price and

To start with, a survey was conducted

the possibilities of organising a

of initiatives that are already

special annual event for museums.

being taken in the Netherlands to

For school visits, the study

encourage children between the ages

focused specifically on transport,

of four and 12 to visit a museum.

intermediaries and the role of

A subsequent study looked at what

teachers. In relation to family visits,

and a group of experts served as

them will appear later. This easy-

is being done by public authorities in

special attention was devoted to the

a sounding board throughout the

to-read summary was published in

a number of other countries.

possibilities of introducing children

project. A complete list of the

November 2011 and was distributed

to cultural heritage online.

organisations involved in the study

during the symposium at which the

can be found in the list of credits.

findings were presented.

Visit with the school or family

14

Children talking about art in Museum De Paviljoens, Almere. Photo: Gert Jan van Rooij.

For the purposes of the studies a

The study

distinction was made between visits

Given the time-scale for this study,

Reports

For the complete results of the study

by children with their school and

the Museums Association organised

The provisional results were

we refer to the report by APE and

with their family. Encouraging visits

a European tender and awarded the

presented to the Ministry of

PPMC entitled ‘Stimulering museum-

from school and with the family are

contract to Paul Postma Marketing

Education, Culture and Science

bezoek door kinderen – verantwoor-

different issues, each of which we

Consultancy B.V. (PPMC). The report

towards the end of 2011. APE and

ding van de experimenten’

have addressed specifically, although

on the effects of initiatives was

PPMC will produce the financial

(‘Encouraging visits to museums

some aspects are relevant for both.

produced by the research firm

report for the project. Three

by children – a report of the

For visits both with the school

APE. Some specific assignments

experiments will continue in 2012,

experiments’), which can be found

and with the family, the studies

were carried out by third parties,

and a supplementary report on

at www.museumvereniging.nl.

>>
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The questions addressed in the study

Survey

What are museums already doing to attract
children? What does it cost? What are the results?
And what can other museums learn from them?
What is being done in other countries?
And what can we learn from them?
Do schools take students to a museum
more often if admission and transport are free?
Or are there other decisive factors?
How do intermediaries arrange regional and
local school visits to museums?
Would it be more efficient to offer the museum
arrangements on a national scale?

School visits

Is it possible to promote school visits to museums
by organising an annual event that is sufficiently
attractive to make more children want to visit
museums - even outside the period of the event
itself?
Do teachers who have a Museum Pass take their
class to the museum more often than teachers
who do not?
Will children actually visit museums more often
with their families if admission is free?

Family visits

Can you tempt children to explore our cultural
heritage online through social networks and
game sites?
Is it possible to develop an annual museum event
that children can take part in with the family – one
with sufficient appeal to make more children want
to visit museums, even outside the event?

16
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Survey of initiatives
in the Netherlands
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What are museums already doing to attract children?

Geldmuseum (Museum for Money), Utrecht. Photo: HH/Maarten Hartman.

19

Survey of initiatives
in the Netherlands
Grandma visiting the CODA in Apeldoorn with her
grandchildren. Photo: CODA.

What are museums already doing to attract children?
Many museums are striving to make their collections appealing and exciting
for children in an effort to persuade them to visit. What are they doing?
What does it cost? What are the results? And what can other museums
learn from them? Here is a survey of what is going on in Dutch museums.

The eight concepts for children:
A children’s museum or special children’s section, with concepts relating to the
museum specifically for children. Example: Professor Splash at the Maritime Museum
(Rotterdam) (p 78).
A varied programme of separate activities specially for children visiting with their families.

measures to attract more children.

Suppose there was a handbook for

Although there is a wide variety of

museums describing what has been

measures, we have grouped them into

successful in attracting children to

eight concepts for children, which

museums. It would be very useful,

every museum could in principle

Special activities organised during holidays or to tie in with national events, often in

and just such a handbook has been

apply. According to the museums,

combination with a reduced entrance fee or free admission. Example: Prince or princess

compiled. It contains a collection of

these concepts generate more visits

for a day at Palace Het Loo (Apeldoorn) (p 24).

successful practices that museums

and enhance the museum’s image as

have developed. These practices

being child-friendly. We have chosen

Making the collection accessible for children with supporting activities, such as

were then studied to see whether

one successful example to illustrate

children’s routes, mystery hunts or guided tours for children, possibly in combination

they could be used by other

each concept. You will find the

with interactive activities and websites or games. Example: Family ladybird hunt at Ons’

museums and whether any general

examples scattered throughout this

Lieve Heer op Solder (Amsterdam) (p 70).

concepts could be derived from

publication.

them that could be widely adopted.
In the process, the associated costs

Top four children’s concepts

and the number of additional visits

What are the most commonly used

generated by the initiatives were

approaches adopted by museums to

estimated as accurately as possible.

attract children? There are four that
stand out in particular. The most

20

Example: MuseumJeugdUniversiteit at the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden (Leiden) (p 60).

Practical examples

Eight concepts for children

popular (33%) is the development

According to the survey, many of the

of an educational programme for

138 museums studied have adopted

primary schools. Organising special >>

Family and children’s exhibitions with a theme that is specially conceived for children and
families. Example: Vera de Muis at the Noordbrabants Museum (‘s-Hertogenbosch) (p 42).

The development of educational programmes for primary schools in association
with cultural heritage organisations and schools in the region, often including special
teaching packages to help prepare for a visit. Example: You and the Golden Age at the
Rijksmuseum (Amsterdam) (p 50).
Combining all of the activities and products for children under a single umbrella, thus creating a recognisable brand for children. Example: Knight Hoen at Castle Hoensbroek (p 84).
Free admission for children up to the age of 12. Example: Museum Volkenkunde (Leiden) (p 34).
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Concepts devised for children, by frequency of use

Museums that employ this concept (%)
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A girl admires the 15-metre long skeleton of a sperm whale washed up on the beach at Ameland in
the Natuurmuseum Fryslan, Leeuwarden. Photo Martin Rijpstra.

activities for children during holidays
and in connection with special
events is also a common practice
(21%). Finally, 16% of the museums
offer a supporting programme and
11% present children’s activities and
children’s products under a single
umbrella. Fewer than 10% of the
museums surveyed have a dedicated
children’s museum or a children’s
section, a separate programme for

pedagogical principles.

• Ensure that children can use
their energy.

• Be authentic.
• Remain close to the museum’s
core theme.

• Draw up a marketing and
communication plan.

• Create a sense of urgency.
• Do something extra that
children like.

children, special exhibitions for
families or children or free entrance

A museum that treats children as an

for children.

afterthought will not attract many

Eight success factors

visit, a museum must have a

There are eight factors underlying

policy specifically for children.

the success of the four most

This means putting in place care-

common children’s concepts:

fully thought-out concepts for

• Choose a concept and set a

children and constantly monitoring

realistic and verifiable target.

• Consciously adopt museum22

children. To persuade children to

them. The reward will be a large
number of visits by children.
23

Prince or princess for a day 2010 Palace Het Loo, Apeldoorn. Photo: Paleis Het Loo.

Concepts for children – Practical examples
Special activities during school holidays

Prince or princess for a day at Palace Het Loo

for the fourth time, attracting thousands of children with their parents.
Although there are many princes to be seen walking around, the princesses are in
the majority. While they enjoy the activities and the attention, what they like best is

Every year, for a few days during the summer and autumn holidays, the palace and

parading around the palace and the gardens in their royal gown and high heels.

grounds of Palace Het Loo in Apeldoorn are transformed into a fairyland for its
youngest visitors. Children visit the palace dressed as a prince or princess and

Museum

Paleis Het Loo (Apeldoorn).

special activities are organised for them, including face painting, crafts, a mystery

Target group

Families with children aged between two and ten.

hunt, a ride in a horse-drawn tram and an exciting puppet show.

Started in

2008.

Investment

€ 12,000 to hire entertainment and for two additional staff

As they explore the palace and the gardens, the princes and princesses could quite

members (FTEs) to provide extra supervision during the

easily run into a king or a queen, in the person of William and Mary, who resided

days. Costs per child, € 3,25.

in Palace Het Loo in the 17th century. During the mystery hunt, the young visitors

Visits by

In 2008: 6,453 visits, including 1,544 children.

discover what it was like to live in the palace in the 17th century. How did the king

children

In 2009: 11,480 visits, including 2,759 children.

eat and how did he bathe? Were there any children living in the palace?

In 2010: 10,100 visits, including 3,714 children.

In 2011, Palace Het Loo organised the popular Prince and Princess for a Day events
24
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International initiatives

What is being done in other countries?
Governments in other countries are also working with museums to
develop initiatives to attract more children. What is their experience?
What initiatives have been successful? And what can we learn from
them?

Initiatives

children between the ages of four

SIRA Consulting carried out a

and 12, but this age group is not

survey of initiatives in Germany,

a specific target group in every

Belgium, Denmark, France, Canada

country. Some countries make

and the United States. In most

a distinction between ‘need to

of these countries museums and

go’ and ‘nice to go’ museums for

governments make determined

children.

efforts to attract more children.

Children are keen to visit ‘nice to

SIRA studied the national policies

go’ museums. There are museums

in each country and the effects they

devoted exclusively to children,

their cultural heritage. Politicians

are more the exception than the

have had and investigated what

consciously positioning themselves

often see national heritage as a

rule. This is partly due to the

initiatives are being taken at the

as museums that children ‘want’

binding element that promotes

fact that most governments do

national level to promote visits by

to visit but at the same time

social cohesion and makes citizens

not specify what they mean by

children, as well as the influence

addressing the learning aspect, the

aware of the significance of culture.

‘commercial’. They use terms such

of transport and the price of

‘must’. In this way, they are able to

Decisions about free admission

as ‘cultural entrepreneurship’

admission.

successfully combine the elements

and transport are therefore mainly

without clearly explaining that

of ‘nice to’ and ‘need to’.

politically motivated.

this means museums will have

Children as a target group

26

A guided tour through the Earth hall showing how
the earth’s crust was formed, Naturalis, Leiden.
Photo: Naturalis.

make do with less money from the

Children normally do not

Government and museums

The governments in these

visit museums alone, but with

Governments in the countries that

countries try to instil a commercial

their family or school. In the

were studied regard museums as

attitude in museums. However,

Netherlands, the focus is on

a way of introducing children to

demonstrably successful initiatives

government.

>>
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Summary of initiatives in other countries
Belgium

Germany

Entrance for one euro

Schule@museum

Renaissance programme

Young people up to the age of 26 pay an
admission price of € 1. Since July 2008, every
subsidised museum in Flanders has been obliged
to join this scheme. The impact in terms of visitor
numbers is not known.

In this initiative, a school forms a permanent
partnership with a local museum. The Bundesverband Museumspädagogik and the Deutscher
Museumsbund describe the scheme as very
successful, but it is not known how many more
children actually visit museums as a result of it.

During its term in office (1997-2007) Tony Blair’s
Labour government introduced many policies
relating to education, the arts and social integration. The Renaissance programme (with subsidies
of £ 300 million since 2002) was established with
the aim of improving Britain’s regional museums.
The subsidies were allocated to nine regions in
the UK, with four or five museums in each region
receiving grants to facilitate their further development. As a result, regional museums throughout
the UK have improved in terms of the education
they provide and are accessible to a wider group
of people. The programme has had an effect.
Research has shown that the number of schoolchildren visiting these museums rose by 40%
between 2003 and 2005. They were clearly
making up for lost ground, since between 2006
and 2009 visitor numbers grew by a modest 4.5%.

Krokuskriebels
The government of Flanders has issued a decree
designed to facilitate participation in cultural
activities by students and their parents and to
promote projects for groups with potential.
Krokuskriebels is an event designed to encourage
families with children between the ages of four
and 12 to explore the world of museums together.

Training for teachers
FARO, the Flemish interface centre for cultural
heritage, serves as an intermediary between
organisations in the world of cultural heritage
and the government. One of the things it does is
ensure that cultural heritage is one of the aspects
covered in teacher-training courses.

Dynamo3

Cultural education
The federal states are responsible for cultural
policies and programmes. National policy is
mainly concerned with filling any gaps. Cultural
education has been a priority of national policy for
several years and plays an important role in the
debate about integration. Museums have always
organised dedicated projects for schoolchildren
and are also committed to ‘lifelong learning’.

Admission price and transport
Some museums offer free admission, but it is not
known how many more children visit as a result.
According to the Deutscher Museumsbund,
museums believe they attract more visitors with
free admission. Transport is not a consideration at
all in the German initiatives.

Schools make a plan for cultural education which,
if approved, allows the school to arrange free trips
and receive a subsidy of up to € 1,500 for a
creative school project.

Admission price and transport
With the exception of the Dynamo3 project,
transport in relation to museum visits receives
little attention in Flanders. Participation in cultural
activities is generally confined to a radius of 30km.
If the museum is appealing enough, to a certain
extent the price plays no role in the decision to
visit. The price of admission is often a ‘dissatisfier’.
The effect of the € 1 scheme on visitor numbers is
expected to become clear at the end of 2011.
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UK

Switzerland

Kids in Museums
Kids in Museums is a British non-governmental
organisation that promotes family-friendly activities in museums and is famous for its Manifesto.
More than 200 museums in the UK have adopted
this Manifesto and support the organisation,
which is also known for activities such as Takeover
Day (when children have an opportunity to have a
say in the running of a museum) and The Flexible
Family Ticket (a single admission ticket for the
entire family). It is not known how many more children visit museums because of Kids in Museums.

Admission price and transport
Swiss museum pass
Although Switzerland was not covered in the
survey, it nevertheless seems useful to mention
an initiative based on the Dutch museum pass.
The Swiss museum pass (which provides free
admission to 440 museums) also has a family
version. The pass costs 144 Swiss francs
(€ 124.40) a year and for just 33 francs (€ 28.50)
it can be upgraded to a PLUSpass, which allows
the pass holder to bring up to five children to the
museum.

Admission is free to all the national museums in
the UK. The effect of this on the number of visits
by children is not known. There have also been
experiments with free public transport combined
with a visit to a museum, but it is also not known
whether these schemes have had a positive
impact on the number of visits.

France
Culture is a mandatory element of the
curriculum
Culture and education are the responsibility of
different ministries, which have to coordinate their
policies. For example, a list of topics (similar to the
Canon of Dutch history) is being compiled with which
every school student must be familiar. There is also
a law providing that every school (including primary
schools) must devote a minimum number of hours to
French art and culture every week.

Children and parents as a single target
group
Various organisations dedicate themselves to
showing parents how they can make museums
appealing to their children, for example with guides
to museums for parents and children and children’s
books about artists and collections.

Pass Éducation
This is a special pass that gives teachers free admission to national museums and monuments. It is one
of the initiatives designed to motivate teachers to
further their expertise.

Free admission up to the age of 25
Culture is an important aspect of the French identity
and it is the government’s task to promote social
cohesion. Entrance to all national museums is therefore free for children up to the age of 18 and young
people up to the age of 25 who are residents of the
EU. A lot of research has been conducted into the
price elasticity of entrance prices in relation to visitor
numbers. The basic conclusion is that price is an
important factor, but it always has to be seen in
connection with other aspects, the most important
being the topicality and appeal of subjects. It is therefore difficult to see the admission price as a separate
parameter with a decisive impact on the number of
visits to museums.

Transport
French research has shown that visitors perceive
the physical distance from home to the museum
as an important factor in deciding whether to visit
a museum with children. Good transport facilities
could lower the threshold for visiting more distant
museums, but must always be seen in the context
of the museum’s appeal.

>>
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Canada

Denmark

Virtual Museum of Canada

E-museum

This is an interactive space where museums and
heritage institutions can present exhibitions online.
The large number of visits to the website illustrate
its success. Most people visit the website just before
or just after their visit to a museum, which makes the
virtual museum a portal for physical museums.

In Denmark teachers are obliged to use digital
resources. The E-museum is a portal that
provides access to educational materials, mainly
for teachers. Museums can apply for a subsidy
to develop a digital platform to make their
collections accessible online.

Cultural education

Museum Act

The government stimulates cultural education.
Most museums offer programmes for schools to
complement the central curriculum. There are also
special programmes for teachers to help them
prepare for a visit to the museum and to provide
them with additional material to use after the visit.

This act lays down a museum’s obligations.
It specifies that a museum is responsible for a
certain subject and must conduct research,
disseminate knowledge and organise exhibitions on that subject. The principal criteria are
the quality of the education provided by the
museum and the programmes it offers. Museums
can request grants from the governmentsubsidised Agency for Cultural Heritage to
develop educational programmes.

Admission price and transport
Free transport is not a factor in initiatives by Canadian
museums, most of which are easily accessible by
public transport. Transport is generally arranged by
schools and/or individuals. The price of admission
depends on the museum and is sometimes included in
the price of a school programme, sometimes charged
separately. A number of museums offer free admission
for children who are accompanied by paying parents.
It is not known what effect these measures have on
visitor numbers.

Admission price and transport
Since 2006 admission to state museums has
been free for children up to the age of 18.
The aim of this measure is to ensure that all
children have access to art and culture, regardless of their background. There are no figures
to show whether the number of visits increased
after the introduction of free admission.
However, it is known that the measure has cost
the government 38 million Danish krona (roughly
€ 5 million) annually since it was introduced.

Accurate measurement
of results

Museums and digital
media

An example of the difficult

In all of the countries that were

relationship between museums

investigated there has been a

and commercial aspects of their

clear trend among museums to

operations is the measurement of

use web applications to broaden

the effects of measures taken to

their reach. However, they do so

increase visitor numbers. Other

without a specific policy, with

than in France, where such research

clear targets, for the use of digital

This is a network for sharing information within the
museum education community.

is centralised, the effects are seldom

media. Museums often borrow

measured. And when they are it is

business-to-business applications,

Admission price and transport

generally not done in a systematic

but without an underlying

The price of admission is not so much of a factor in
the US because many museums already have free
admission for children or allow children in for free
on one day a week. In terms of transport, the main
consideration is having the right facilities, particularly
sufficient parking and easy access by public transport.

way, so it is not possible to

business model. Although some

demonstrate and objectively assess

museums have impressive web

the success of these initiatives.

applications, there is no clear

In the absence of practical

picture of the relationship

museumbezoek door kinderen in enkele toonaan-

measurements, an initiative is often

between the investments made

gevende landen. (Survey of international initiatives to

quickly regarded as successful if the

and their impact on visitor

encourage visits to museums by children in a number

response is enthusiastic and people

numbers.

United States
Museum-Ed

Source: Internationale verkenning: Inventarisatie van
internationale initiatieven voor het stimuleren van

of leading countries). Kaltenbrunner, Berg van den,
Marinkovic, SIRA Consulting, Nieuwegein, June 2011.
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In the OO-ZONE, children discover that the inventors of planes have learned their craft from birds,
Natuurmuseum Brabant, Tilburg. Photo: Maria van der Heyden.

>>

felt it was enjoyable.
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Free admission and transport
The common view that children

Comparison with Dutch
initiatives

will visit a museum if admission

A comparison with other countries

is free and transport is arranged

reveals the following:

doesn’t seem to hold true in other

• The Netherlands has a vision for

countries, either. A museum that

encouraging visits to museums

lacks appeal will not suddenly

by children and a policy to

be overrun with visitors because

stimulate, support and guide

entrance and transport are free.

that vision. The same applies in

But at the same time, while free
admission and transport do not

Family visiting the exhibition about Christiaan Snouck Hurgronje in the Museum Volkenkunde, Leiden.
Photo: Peter Hilz/Museum Volkenkunde Leiden.

encourage visits to a museum, a

not usually treated as a separate

high admission price and poor

target group in other countries,

transport might be reasons not to

where policies are usually

visit.

When do children visit?

success factors discovered in

The appeal of the museum is

the Netherlands are also found

for whether children will visit or

Country

Vision and

Stimulating

Supporting

Regulatory

policy

policy

policy

policy

targeted at young people.

• The concepts for children and

also decisive in other countries

The scope of national museum policy in the countries studied

Belgium, Denmark and France.

• Children up to the age of 12 are

in other countries.

• There are few if any initiatives

not. The price of admission and

in the other countries similar

transport (and distance) are less

to the Dutch experiments

important to visitors as long as the

described in this publication,

museum is sufficiently appealing

although there is interest in

and the programme is sufficiently

them abroad.

• As in the Netherlands, the price

The Netherlands

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

enjoyable and interesting. It is far

Belgium

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

more effective to concentrate on

of admission and transport are
regarded as ‘dissatisfiers’ in the

Canada

Yes

Yes

No

No

improving the museum’s allure for

Denmark

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

children than reducing the costs of
admission and transport.

other countries studied.

• Measurement of actual effects

Germany

Yes

Yes

No

No

United Kingdom

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

France

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

For a comparison of the projects

other countries than in the

United States

Yes

Yes

No

No

covered in this study and similar

Netherlands, if that is

initiatives in the countries

possible.

Source: SIRA Consulting b.v. (2011)

is even less common in the

investigated, see the full report by
APE/PPMC.
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Concepts for children – Practical examples
Free admission for children up to the age of 12

Children get in free in July and August
In the summer of 2009 the museums in Leiden organised a joint campaign entitled
‘Visit the museum for free’ for children up to the age of 12 during the months
of July and August. The Museum Volkenkunde (Museum of Anthropology) has
continued this campaign and the number of visitors has increased as a result.
Almost 33% more children visited the museum in July and August 2009 than in
the same period in 2008 and the number has remained higher since then.
The number of children visiting from after-school care centres has also risen sharply,
from 107 in 2009 to 565 in 2011.
What do these figures tell us? First of all, the overall number of visitors to the
Museum Volkenkunde has risen significantly since 2009. Secondly, the increase
in visitor numbers is the result of a combination of factors: the promotion of the
summer campaign; the active targeting of after-school care centres; and the
compilation of a good programme.
There was more to the campaign than just free entry for children. Every summer
a huge Indian teepee is erected in the garden, forming the centrepiece of various
activities for children, some of them continuous and others for just one day.
In the summer of 2010, the visit by a group of Maori wood carvers from New
Zealand, who built a traditional canoe, a Waka, at the museum, received a lot of
publicity. Related activities, such as the opportunity for visitors to build their own
Waka, contributed to the success of the event. Last summer entry to the museum’s
garden and all of the activities was free, while entry to the museum cost only € 1.
Besides the Indian teepee and the other activities, a series of events were organized
in the museum garden for children and families, while inside there was the large
Maori exhibition.

34

Museum

Museum Volkenkunde Leiden.

Target group

Children and families.

Started in

2009.

Investment

Loss of income because of free entry for children.

Visits by

The summer action has been a success, and not merely

children

because of the free admission.

Maori artist George Nuku at work in the garden of the Museum Volkenkunde, Leiden.
Photo: Michael Spierenburg/Museum Volkenkunde.
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School visits

36

Why do schools take children to museums,
and how do they get there?

Primary school children on their way to the Zaans Museum in Zaandam on the MuseumBus sponsored
by Rabobank Zaanstreek. Photo: Y. Zwart/Zaans Museum.
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School visits:
free admission and transport
Do schools take students to a museum more often if
admission and transport are free? Or are there other
decisive factors?
Many primary schools do occasionally take their students to a museum.
Which museum do they then choose? Does the price of admission
or transport influence the decision? Are there reasons why a school
decides not to visit a museum?

Museums are interesting
for children

Admission price is scarcely
a factor

On behalf of the Netherlands

Free admission is not an incentive

Museums Association, the

to visit a museum. The respondents

Onderwijs Innovatie Groep (OIG)

did not always know what the

asked 687 teachers and directors of

admission price was or whether

primary schools about the factors

admission was already free. 61%

that influenced their decision to

of the teachers visited a museum

take a class to a museum. Content

with their class at least once a year.

was the primary consideration

Many schools are apparently able to

in the choice of museum. The

organise visits to museums despite

museum must also be interesting

limited resources with the help

for children and have enjoyable

of volunteers (parents who drive

activities designed specifically for

and accompany the children). The

children. Schools also felt that a

admission price is only part of the

good fit between the museum and

cost. As an incentive, free admission

its own curriculum was important.

would cost the government more

Young visitors walking across the ‘Golden Mean’ in the Geldmuseum, Utrecht. Photo: Fred Ernst/Geldmuseum.

61% visit at least once a year
Culture pass
More than
once a year

21%

18%

Seldom or
never

7%
14%
40%

money and generate few additional
visits.

Once a year

>>
Source: APE/PPMC (2010) n=687
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Mode of transport for
school visits to museums

How often do you visit
a museum with the class?

Other

1% 4%
In parents’
cars

Museum bus

4%

43%

12%

Once every
three years

Once every
two years

13%

23%

Coach
(school trip)

Public
transport

On foot or
by bicycle

Source: APE/PPMC (2011) n=565
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Is free transport useful?

Reasons not to visit

The school must actually be able

The principal obstacles to visiting

to visit to the museum. In 75% of

a museum are the distance to the

cases, the school was within 20

museum (45%), the high costs of

km of the museum, and the school

admission (37%) and of transport

usually opted for free transport:

(34%) and arranging transport

asking parents to drive or going on

(22%). Obstacles are mentioned

foot or by bicycle.

significantly fewer times than
arguments in favour of making

A coach that brings the children

a visit. Teachers who seldom or

from door to door is an easy mode

never take a class to a museum see

of transport, but few schools use

more obstacles.

that option. The costs are simply
too high. And even if schools

Summary

were given free bus transport,

Schools opt for a particular

would that prompt more visits

museum because it is interesting,

to museums? While every school

enjoyable for the children and fits

would naturally like free bus

in with the curriculum, unless the

transport, not having a bus causes

costs of admission and transport

scarcely any reduction in visits to

are too high. While free admission

museums.

and a free bus service are not
decisive factors in the choice of

A free bus service would increase

a particular museum, high costs

Why did you choose this museum?

the costs, but would not generate

can form an obstacle to a visit.

More than one answer can be given

any additional visits to museums

It seems unlikely that providing

at the national level. For the

a free bus service would generate

content

museum, a free bus service could

any additional visitors from the

remove an obstacle to school

small group of schools that seldom

visits to a particular museum, but

or never visit a museum. It is a

that would be at the expense of

relatively expensive option and

transport

Students in Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen, Rotterdam. Photo: Fred Ernst/Boijmans Van Beuningen.

visits to another museum. At the

would not generate more visits

national level, a free bus service

at the national level; at most it

would at best lead to a shift in the

would cause a shift in the pattern

distribution of museum visits, not

of museum visits. The most

to additional visits.

common form of transport use by

The museum is fun and interesting for children,
enjoyable activities (guided tour, mystery hunt)
Good fit with the curriculum
The museum has a good programme
The museum is good and is easy to get to
Transport to the museum is easy to organize
The museum is a short distance from the school
Other: personal reason

price

Entrance to the museum is free for children
Cheap transport
Low admission price for adults

0
Source: APE/PPMC (2011) n=565
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the vast majority of schools is free
transport in parents’ cars.

70

% with this reason in the top three
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Concepts for children – Practical examples
Temporary exhibition for families or children

Vera de Muis
Vera de Muis (Vera the Mouse) was the name of a special section for children in the
exhibition Marjolein Bastin, dicht bij de natuur (Marjolein Bastin, close to nature).
The exhibition featured the original drawings of Vera the Mouse, one of Marjolein Bastin’s most popular creations. The drawings and captions were hung at eye-level for the
children and the captions were written in large letters, with difficult words broken down
to make them easier for children to read. In the studio, in the middle of the exhibition
space, children could build bird houses and decorate them with paper, glitter and other
materials. Meanwhile, other children were busy pulling open the doors and drawers
of the cupboards filled with Vera’s collections. Some children got a thrill from reaching
through the hand holes to touch Vera’s collection of creepy crawlies where they were
hidden in a closet. In the butterfly display, Vera’s butterflies were hidden behind curtains because they can’t stand the light. Vera’s collection was not confined to nature
objects, but also included a fantastic collection of dresses and skirts. Girls could walk
around like mini-Veras, while the boys could dress up as Vera’s rugged boyfriend, Frits.
Throughout its run, the exhibition was crowded with eager, happy faces. In view of the
many positive reactions, the first exhibition for children at the Noordbrabants Museum
can only be described as a success. It shows that with a limited budget but a great deal

Noordbrabants Museum, ‘s-Hertogenbosch.
Photo: Marc Bolsius. Illustrations: Marjolein Bastin.

of creativity it is possible to put on a fantastic display. The museum intends to use the
experience it has gained with this children’s exhibition in the plans for the design of
the new Noordbrabants Museum. The permanent exhibition will, in any case, include
special areas for children to explore.
Museum

Noordbrabants Museum.

Target group

Children between the ages of four and eight, with the family
or in school groups.

Started in

2010.

Investment

Not available.

Visits by

Children up to the age of 18 are admitted free of charge. The

children

children’s ages are not recorded. The impact of this special
programme for children is reflected in the figures for school
visits: a 20% increase. Every year there are around 18,000
children/young people in a total of around 120,000 visitors.
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School visits:
regional intermediaries
Would national coordination of intermediaries, which
arrange regional and local museum visits, lead to more visits
by school classes to museums?
There are various regional and local intermediaries that put together
arrangements for school visits to museums. These arrangements include
the visit to a museum, transport and sometimes a teaching package.
For nine of the ten museum arrangements, the intermediaries receive a
subsidy from the municipality or province. What are the success factors
and the costs per child of these arrangements?

Geographic coverage of the museum arrangements studied

Ten regional museum
arrangements
were compared
for this study

A wide diversity of museum
arrangements

can be successful. They can arrange

Ten regional museum

a museum, including providing

arrangements were compared for

information, coordinating the

this study. The purpose of the

visit, delivering teaching packages,

museum arrangements is to bring

arranging lessons in the museum

as many primary school students

and organising transport. It all

as possible into contact with our

depends on what the school wants

cultural heritage in museums.

and what the regional intermediary

Museumschatjes Friesland

The museum arrangements are

offers.

Culturele Mobiliteit Drenthe

everything for a school visit to

put together by intermediaries
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Hot water art in the Waterlab in the Water
Museum, Arnhem. Photo: Jurjen Poeles.

Edu-Art / Cultuureducatie Gelderland

(also known as cultural or heritage

Two types

Museum voor de Klas Utrecht

umbrella organisations), but that is

Classifying all the variants as

Kunstkijkuren Amsterdam

where the similarities between the

carefully as possible, we arrive

Erfgoedspoor Zuid-Holland

different museum arrangements

at two basic business models

Museum en School Leiden

end. The intermediaries use

employed by the intermediaries:

Cultuurmenu Den Haag

different concepts for their

full service or demand-driven. In

Museumschatjes Brabant

museum arrangements, all of which

the full-service model, the museum >>

Cultuurkaartje OV Limburg
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The full-service model
provider of subsidy
and/or funds
0

museums
6

6

more students than initiatives that

materials, planning, organisation

have only started recently.

contribution to the costs directly to

Prices vary

the intermediary.

Given the differences in the packages
being offered, not surprisingly there

3

schools

6
5

4

money
information
organization
The figures indicate
the chronological
order.

Demand-driven mediation
provider of subsidy
and/or funds

name
of project
and location

2

schools

3

6
4

In the demand-driven model,

are differences in the prices of the

the intermediary’s role is limited

various arrangements. The costs per

to providing information and

visit per child range from € 2 to

mediation. The school then pays

€ 25, but both cheap and expensive

the museum (and the transport

museum arrangements can yield

company if it uses one) directly.

high market penetration and high

Some regions and cities adopt one

ratings. For a few euro per child per

model; others employ the other.

visit, the intermediaries that have

In that sense, schools that use the

existed for some time have already

services of an intermediary do not

reached the maximum number

have a choice but have to use the

of students that the participating

model used in their city or region.

museums wish to accommodate.
At the same time, the museum

Highly rated

arrangements ranging in price from

Together, the museum

€ 15 to € 25 per visit per child are

arrangements cover 155,000

also often fully booked.

children, representing a market

0

1

package, including teaching

2

transport company

museums

been operating for some time reach

and transport. The school pays a

name
of project
and location

1

arrangement offers a complete

5

penetration of roughly 10%. There is

The difference in costs is determined

no correlation between the number

to a large extent by whether or not

of students reached and the model

bus transport is organised.

used. Full-service and demand-

As mentioned above, organised bus

driven approaches can both be

transport does not generate more

equally successful, and both models

visits to museums. By far the most

are rated equally highly, with an

common form of transport used

average rating of around 8 from

by schools is parents’ cars (43%),

more than 80% of teachers. In other

followed by walking or cycling (23%). >>

words, neither model is preferable
from the perspective of the number
of participants and the rating.

transport company

However, there is a model that we
can describe as a growth model;

Source: PPMC (2011)
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intermediaries that have already
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No national museum
arrangement

Success factors for museum
arrangements

Would it be more efficient – and

How can you ensure that the

thus cheaper – to offer the museum

greatest possible number of classes

arrangements on a national scale?

continue to visit your museum in

There are two reasons why this

the future? Here are the factors for

is unlikely to happen. In the first

success – either for a new museum

place, museum arrangements are

arrangement or for revising an

offered by intermediaries with

existing programme:

local expertise and their success

• Choose a theme that does not

is mainly at the local level. They

depend on a collection so that

have strong regional ties. With

every museum can take part.

national coordination, there is

• Allow students to learn in an

a risk of weakening those local
ties. Secondly, nine of the 10

Primary school students during the Museum & School programme on Central and South America,
Museum Volkenkunde, Leiden. Photo: Peter Hilz/Museum Volkenkunde.

Museum arrangements

intermediaries are subsidised by

travelling time is half an hour

the municipality or province, and

and that the entire programme

it would be practically impossible

does not take more than half a

to integrate local and regional

day.

subsidies into a national model.
But quite apart from that, the

30

active manner.

• Ensure that the maximum

existing initiatives, however they
25

are organised, are successful.

20

Intermediaries work

• Offer a programme for every
class from group 1 to 8.

• Involve local and regional
intermediaries in the plans.

• Use market communication

Costs per child in euro

The study has shown that the
regional intermediaries are

15
10

0

various sources and also

is offered by museums with

request a contribution from the

They succeed in getting many

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

Reach among primary school groups 1-8, as %
Each symbol represents one of the ten museum arrangements that were studied.

produce the best results.

• Generate revenues from

successful in matching what
the demand from schools.
5

channels in a way that will

schools.

• Use a demand-driven model if

children to visit museums at an

resources are scarce and match

acceptable cost. If municipalities

supply to demand; consider

and provinces want to promote

transport and central planning

children’s visits to museums,

only if additional funds are

subsidising intermediaries is a

available for them.

good investment.

Source: APE/PPMC
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Concepts for children – Practical examples
Alternative to teaching materials for the Canon in primary
schools

Jij & de Gouden Eeuw
Jij & de Gouden Eeuw (You and the Golden Age) is a new and innovative programme
for teaching history to primary school groups 6, 7 and 8. The Rijksmuseum has
developed the programme, which is based on the Canon of Dutch History, in
association with the youth theatre company De Toneelmakerij. It covers all of the
mandatory key topics in the period of ‘Regents and royalty’.
The course starts in the classroom, where the students play the game ‘Ranking the
class’, in which they cast each other as figures from the 17th century on the basis of
their personalities. Each of the 21 characters then becomes part of an historical
narrative, which the students read as a script in the class in later lessons. The students
experience history from the perspective of a person they have something in common
with, so they really absorb the material. The scripts form the core of the history lesson.
The class then visits the Rijksmuseum for half a day. At the museum, the students
have to carry out personal assignments connected with the character they are playing.
Later there is a theatre workshop, when the students learn to play their characters.
They study the closing scenes of the scripts under the supervision of experienced
drama teachers from De Toneelmakerij and then perform the play for the entire class
using a simple set and props.
Back at school, the students do an exercise to assimilate the entire course, based on
the various learning styles of the students and according to their character.

Museum

Rijksmuseum (Amsterdam).

Target group

Groups 6, 7 and 8 of primary school.
Also suitable for special-needs education.

Started in

September 2010.

Investment

No information available.

Visits by

First school year (2010-2011): 750 children (25 bookings).

children

Projected to at least double in 2011-2012, with a maximum
of 270 groups (6,000 students).
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Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam. Photo: Myra May.
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School visits:
Museum Class of the Year
Is it possible to promote school visits to museums by
organising an annual event that is sufficiently attractive to
make more children want to visit museums - even outside
the period of the event itself?
Children briefly feel like astronauts in Space Expo,
Noordwijk. Photo: Dick Hogewoning.
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Museum Weekend

1981

1,000,000

Unkown

E100,000 0,5

outset.

Children’s Book Week

1954

95% receive

Unkown

Unkown

Unkown

into a Children’s Museum Week.

Expertmeeting

National Reading

2003

Unkown

Unkown

Unkown

The book trade and publishers

To learn from experiences with

Aloud Days

have commercial interests that are

similar events, Tom Kok and Paul

National School

540,000

Unkown

Unkown

totally different from museums.

Postma chaired an expert meeting

Breakfast

But we can learn something from

with organisers of existing

National City

150,000

E 12,000 1

the Children’s Book Week, which

successful events. This session

Farms Weekend

was launched in 1954 and is still

yielded valuable ideas that could

National Sport Week

2003

± 7 million

112,000

E860,000 4

a success. Anyone who starts such

provide building blocks for a

Museum Night,

2000

26,000/40 museums Unkown

Unkown

Unkown

an event has to be aware that it

concept for an annual event for

Amsterdam

will take years to develop and grow

children organised by museums.

2008

3,200

Unkown

0,5

a national scale, it is also essential

The concept of the Children’s Book
Week cannot be directly translated

into a national success. To achieve

of

to find a powerful partner from the

Why is there no Children’s
Museum Week?

N

Name Event

St

um
pa be
rt r o
ic f
ip
an
ts

Comparison of different events
in

The Children’s Book Week has been around for a long time, so why is
there no Children’s Museum Week? Or would that concept not work for
museums and should we think of an alternative? Would an annual national
event designed to attract children to museums through school be viable?
Is it an option that is worth exploring?

teaching package

>>

Children’s Museum

95% receive
teaching package

2003

2,500 schools
540,000 breakfast

1993

200 City Farms
250,000 visitors

3,200

of the Year, Belgium

the ambitions for such an event on
Comparison of different events as the basis for a long-term event, with scale after several years.
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The principles

– partners who will take part from

An annual national museum event

the outset and commit themselves to

for children would have two

the project for a longer period.

elements: one for children visiting
museums with their school and

Intermediaries as partner

one for children visiting with their

Ten intermediaries were approached

families. This section discusses

as potential partners for this project.

the programme for school visits

Six of them were immediately

(details of the family programme

willing to join the museum event for

are in the section on ‘Family

children in association with schools.

Visits’). The basic principles for

The others were interested in joining

the event for schools are:

at a later stage.

• It will run for some time, at

The intermediaries’ interest lies in

least until the end of the

the fact that their participation in

2012-2013 school year.

the event will generate free publicity

• It must have sufficient scale:

for their own initiatives through

this type of event is only

the election of a Museum Class of

effective if it can be rolled out

the Year and the presentation of

on a national scale.

the prizes. In addition, we have

• Communication should be

designed the concept in such a way

directly with the teachers.

that it will add something to their

• It should encourage children

existing programmes without the

to be active and to do and

need to revise them. The concept

discover things themselves.

also fits in with both business

• It should contribute to the

models.

key objectives of primary

With the six intermediaries, we

education.

can reach approximately 16% of
schoolchildren in their catchment

Strong concept for the
longer term

areas. That will create an adequate

In devising the actual museum

nationally. The event for schools

event for children it is important

will culminate in the election of the

to keep in mind that it is not about

‘Museum Class of the Year’.

foundation to roll out the event

thinking up clever ideas, but about
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Workshop for children aged between 8 and 12 in Foam, Amsterdam. Photo: Foam.

developing a strong concept with

Museum Class of the Year

the prospect of success in the

The museum event for children is a

longer term. Given the ambition

competition for all primary school

of making it a national event,

students. The winning class will

powerful partners are also needed

become the ‘Museum Class of the Year’. >>
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Tip 1: Jullie worden jonge meesters
Maak een levensgroot kunstwerk
van het museumbezoek. Een
tekening van het mooiste – of
juist het lelijkste! - kunstwerk, een
knip-en-plakkunstwerk van een
schilderij of maak precies hetzelfde
schilderij… maar dan in klei. Of
papier-maché. Of van wc-rollen!

Tip 2: En…actie!
Maak je eigen YouTubefilmpje! Een
echt straatinterview, bijvoorbeeld,
waarin jullie allemaal vertellen wat je
vond van de tentoonstelling. Of een
nepinterview met een Oude Meester,
of een videoclip met een blitse rap
over een schilderij, of... bedenk het
zelf, en filmen maar!

van het
jaar
:

eumbezoek

nieuws
Maak iets ds!
met iets ou

Bij het mus
op:

Let
er vooraf
Informe feren in
of fotograseum is
het mu taan.
toeges

Tip 3: Verslag in het museum
Neem potlood, papier en – als het mag van het
museum: - een fototoestel mee! Want ook in het
museum kun je al iets maken. Een schets bijvoorbeeld, van een standbeeld. Of van een dino. Of
een filmpje van een slapende bewaker!

Kijk voor meer tips op
www.museumklasvanhetjaar.nl

2012 en
n het jaar
umklas va
3-Dakota!
Word Muse
t in een DC
ch
vlu
nd
ro
win een

Guards workshop in the Frans Hals Museum,
Haarlem. Photo: Fred Ernst/Frans Hals Museum.

Objectives for Museum Class of the Year
Museumklas van het Jaar is een initiatief van

museumklas-brochureA3-opzet2.indd 1

Year 1
Participating children via intermediaries, one-third
Number of participating classes

18-07-11 10:45

29,000
1,250

The schools that visit a museum

project onto the web page, where

Number of submissions

400

as part of a programme organised

everyone can study the projects and

Voters via mijnTIKKIT.nl

15,000

by the regional intermediaries can

vote for them. The event will start at

enter the competition by registering

the beginning of the school year in

on the special page on the website

September and reach its climax with

www.museumklasvanhetjaar.nl,

the presentation of the prize.

Year 2
Participating children via intermediaries, one-third
Number of participating classes

33,000
2,000

Number of submissions

650

Voters via mijnTIKKIT.nl

25,000

Year 3 (optional)

which is part of www.mijnTIKKIT.
nl. The motto for the first year

An integrated communication

is ‘Make something modern with

strategy has been devised to

something old!’. The assignment

publicise the Museum Class of the

for the children is to come up with

Year competition among primary

a practical present-day use for an

schoolchildren, involving the

3,000

artefact from the museum they have

intermediaries, a brochure for

Number of submissions

1,000

visited. They can choose their own

schools and young museum-pass

Voters via mijnTIKKIT.nl

37,500

artefact, make a photograph, film or

holders, the website mijnTIKKIT.nl

drawing of it and then use it for their

and print media targeted at

project. They can then upload their

children.

Participating children via intermediaries, one-third
Number of participating classes
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Website and brochure the Museum Class
of the Year 2011-2012.

Vlieg naar www.museumklasvanhetjaar.nl

50,000
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School visits:
influence of teachers
Do teachers who have a Museum Pass take their class to
the museum more often than teachers who do not?
Since 2009, teachers in France have received a ‘Pass Éducation’ with
which they can visit national museums and monuments free of charge.
The underlying idea is to encourage them to visit a museum with their
class more often. Would this work in the Netherlands?

Influence of teachers

not have a pass and was not given

It seems reasonable to assume that

one. Records are being kept for a

teachers who have a Museum Pass

year of how often teachers visited

The Museum Pass was introduced in the Netherlands in 1981. For € 39.95 pass

will visit museums with their class

a museum on their own and how

holders have free admission to more than 400 museums for a year. They also receive

more often than teachers who do

often they visited a museum with

a magazine four times a year and an e-zine eight times a year with information about

not have one. They might also take

their class.

exhibitions. As the representative of museums in the Netherlands, the Museums

the initiative to organise school
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‘Foam in de Bijlmer’: students from group 8 of primary school Crescendo present their vision of the
future and ideas for the neighbourhood in photos in an exhibition mounted on high fences along the
various building projects in Amsterdam Zuidoost. Photo: Foam.

Museum Pass

Association pursues two important objectives with the Museum Pass:

visits to museums more often. It is

Initial results

Promoting visits to museums.

worth investigating whether giving

The study is still ongoing, and the

Strengthening the bond between visitors and museums.

teachers a Museum Pass could

initial results are inconclusive.

lead to more museum visits by

Future measurements will have

The Museum Pass is doing well. There were almost 800,000 pass holders at the end

schoolchildren.

to show whether providing a

of 2011, accounting for 25% of visits to museums, and research has shown that

Museum Pass to teachers who did

people who buy the Museum Pass make almost 35% more visits to museums.

Free Museum Pass

not already have one leads to more

For the purposes of the study, a

frequent visits to museums with

For every visit made with the Museum Pass, museums receive a fee from the

group of teachers were given a

the class, or whether the fact that

Museums Association based on a percentage of the average admission price, which

free Museum Pass. There were also

they did not have a pass reflects a

was 70% in 2010.

two control groups: one group

lack of interest in museums that

of teachers who already owned a

would not be altered by having a

Museum Pass and a group that did

pass.
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Lecture by mathematician dr. ir. Ionica Smeets in Museum Boerhaave, Leiden.

At the end of the lecture series, all of the children receive a diploma from
MuseumJeugdUniversiteit, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Leiden. Photos: Judith Boogaardt.

Concepts for children – Practical examples
Separate year-round programme for children

MuseumJeugdUniversiteit
In 2009 the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden (National Museum of Antiquities) wanted to

which helped to finance the national roll-out. More than 800 tickets have been sold

start an educational activity for children, a programme that was understandable, but

for the autumn series of lectures, and both the number of guests and the number of

also a little challenging. Something that was not hard work, but required children to

participating museums are expected to grow further. The MuseumJeugdUniversiteit

look and listen. And so the MuseumJeugdUniversiteit (Children’s University Museum)

transforms the museum into a place where science and children meet.

was born: a six-month programme of five hour-long lectures for children on an

The museum contributes to the cultural education of the young visitors.

interesting, exciting or comical subject relating to the Leiden museum’s archaeological

‘Want to know more than your teacher? – come to the museum!’

collection. Scientists from the museum or the city’s university give lectures with titles
like ‘Why did the Egyptians make mummies?’ and ‘Who were the Vikings?’.

Museum

Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Leiden, and other museums.

The lecturers included prominent figures like the Mayor of Rotterdam Ahmed

Target group

Children between the ages of 8 and 12 with their family.

Aboutaleb, the historian Fik Meijer and Robbert Dijkgraaf, the president of the Royal

Started in

2009. Now also in Amsterdam, Utrecht, Rotterdam and
Nijmegen.

Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW), and afterwards they answered questions
from the children. The formula was a hit - the first lecture series sold out in no time.

Investment

Zero: expenses for speaker, printing costs and a contribution
for national promotion.

The museum decided to establish a franchise format for other museums that wanted

Visits by

Lectures at the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden are attended by

to improve their educational programme with the MuseumJeugdUniversiteit. Now,

children

160 children, who learn all about the museum. Spin-off: creates

two years after it started, 15 museums in five cities offer lectures for children under

a positive image, increases turnover in the shop and restaurant.

the auspices of the MuseumJeugdUniversiteit. The project is supported by Shell,
60
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Family visits

62

How can we promote family visits?

Museumplein Amsterdam. Photo: Paul van Riel/HH.
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Family visits: free admission

Will children actually visit museums more often with their
families if admission is free?
Price plays scarcely any role with respect to school visits to museums
in the Netherlands, and international studies have drawn a similar
conclusion. But what happens if you invite children to visit free of charge?

Free admission, even in the
school holidays

by an adult. In one version of the

If you tell children they can visit

in the other, they did not.

experiment, the adults had to pay;

a museum in their neighbourhood

64

free of charge during the school

Money is not a factor

holidays, surely they would come.

It couldn’t have been made easier

After all, you couldn’t make it any

for the children. In practice, 0.4 % of

more appealing. After all of the

the children who were invited with

studies and reports, we put that to

the house-to-house mailing actually

the ultimate test in practice.

visited with a paying adult. When

A group of children in selected

the invitation was personalised and

postal code areas received a

an accompanying adult was also

colourful flyer at home with

admitted free of charge, 3.2% of the

a voucher for a free visit to a

children accepted the invitation.

museum in their neighbourhood.

These are normal percentages for

The parents of another group of

mailings. The test identified the

children received an invitation via

variant with the lowest cost per

banners on Marktplaats.nl. A third

child contacted (roughly E 20)

group received an e-mail from Wij

and the variant that generated the

Special Media. The invitation said

most visits by children (the costs

that up to four children could visit,

were then just over E 30 per child).

but they had to be accompanied

Strangely enough, the cheapest

At the interactive exhibition High Tech
Romeinen (High Tech in Roman Times)
in Museum Het Valkhof in Nijmegen,
visitors of all ages are amazed by
the ingenious technical gadgets from
ancient times. Photo: Bart Nijs.

>>
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Visits and costs after an invitation via print media
Door-to-door fliers
Accompanying adult:

Response
Costs per child (E)

Personalised
Accompanying adult:

pays

free

pays

free

0.4%

2.1%

1.2%

3.2%

64

18

72

34

Source: PPMC (2010) n=90,000

Mother with children in the Amsterdam Museum. Photo: Monique Vermeulen/Amsterdam Museum.
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option is always to allow the

placed on Marktplaats.nl. In these

Intentions and actual visits

experiment on Marktplaats.nl were

accompanying parent to get in free,

online experiments, only the option

An interesting finding concerns

2% for visits and 17% for intention

even factoring in the museum’s

where the accompanying parent

the enormous difference between

to visit. Only a few percent of

loss of income for that parent.

is admitted free of charge was

what people say they will do and

the people who intend to visit a

This is due to the higher response.

tested. In the e-mail experiment,

they actually do. The relationship

museum actually do so.

These are interesting results

the costs for each child who visited

between intentions and actual

In the estimates of the number

for museums that want to do

were E 23, which is roughly the

visits can be derived from the

of additional children that would

something special for children.

same as the lowest costs per child

online experiments. Of the more

visit a museum if admission was

with the print media (E 18). The

than 14,000 people who were

free, we also have to make this

An online experiment

costs per child for the banners on

apparently interested and clicked

distinction between intention

In addition to the print mailings,

Marktplaats.nl were higher, but this

on the link to the participating

and actual behaviour. If 100,000

there was also an online

option offers greater possibilities

museums, 560 (or 4%) actually

to 200,000 children say they will

experiment in which 139,000

for segmentation.

visited them. If clicking on the link

visit a museum if it is free, at most

e-mails were sent to the names

to print the voucher is regarded

several tens of thousands of them

and addresses in the Wij Special

as an intention to visit, the figure

might actually do so.

Media database and banners were

is 12%. The percentages for the
67

Visits and costs after an invitation via online media
Marktplaats.nl
Impressions
E-mails sent

139,000

E-mails opened
Visits to action page
Link to participating museums
Children’s vouchers printed

36,008 (26%)
26,837 (0.13%)

Costs per child

15,477 (42%)

5,099
626

Link to children’s voucher
Children’s vouchers surrendered

Wij / Young adults database

20,968,339

4,543
108

560

E 277

E 23

E 277 is the overall average for the impressions on Marktplaats.nl. The sections (articles for children)
and banner formats with the most favourable response came to around 90 euro.
Source: APE/PPMC (2010).

Chinese girl operates a street organ at an exhibition in Museum Speelklok. Photo: Museum Speelklok.

Exhibition by Alex van Warmerdam, Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam.
Photo: Fred Ernst/Stedelijk Museum Schiedam.

Conclusions:
• If admission was free, between 0.4% and 3.2% of the invited children visited,
depending on the variant chosen.

• A substantial proportion of the children who visited (27%) were visiting a museum
for the first time because of this experiment.

• The majority of the children who visited were between the ages of 6½ and 8.
• The children greatly enjoyed their visit: the average rating for the museum was 8.
• The highest response rate was achieved with a personalised invitation combined
with free admission for an accompanying adult.

• The lowest costs per visiting child are achieved with a house-to-house mailing
combined with free admission for the accompanying adult.

• The costs per child of the e-mail campaign by Wij Special Media are similar to those
with the best print variant.

• If the accompanying adult has to pay, the response is always lower and the cost per
child higher.

• The response is significantly higher if you target the maximum possible number of
home addresses and e-mail addresses of children in the relevant target group.
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Concepts for children – Practical examples
Special exhibits to make the collection more appealing
to children

Family ladybird hunt in Amsterdam
Kapoentje, the resident ladybird, acts as the guide for the children as they wind their
way up the many staircases and into the chapel in the attic in museum Ons’ Lieve
Heer op Solder (Our Lord in the Attic) in Amsterdam. Following a trail of ladybirds
and with the help of a beautiful catalogue, they explore the rooms, the chapel and
the kitchens of the museum. The children can open the cupboards with a ladybird
sticker and so discover the various themes of the museum. What is an altar and who
was the Virgin Mary? How does an organ work? How did the people of Amsterdam
live in the 17th century? What is confession? These and many other questions are
answered during this family quest for children between the ages of 5 and 10.
Ons’ Lieve Heer op Solder is currently being restored, so some of the cupboards
are not open and the trail and the catalogue have been revised. So Kapoentje, the
museum’s resident ladybird, is being visited by her cousin Sjors, a builder, who can
be recognized by his hard hat. Together they lead the children and their guardians
through the building and past the cupboards that are open during the renovation
work. A copy of the catalogue can be borrowed at the reception.
When the renovations have been completed, Kapoentje will again guide children
along the staircases, through the rooms and past the cupboards and the children will
receive the new catalogue as a memento to take home with them.
Museum

Ons’ Lieve Heer op Solder.

Target group

Children up to the age of 10 with their family.

Started in

2003.

Investment

€ 10,000. Out-of-pocket expenses: maximum € 2 per child
for printing costs and a memento. Excluding staff costs.

Visits by

Number of children up to the age of 18 has risen from

children

6,091 in 2005 to 10,000 in 2009. The ages of the children
are not recorded. The increase in visits by children is also
the result of a wider range of educational activities for
children in different age groups visiting the museum with
their families and on school trips.
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Ladybird in the Attic, Museum Ons’ Lieve Heer op Solder, Amsterdam.
Illustration: Honorine van Citters and Derk-Jan Gerritsen.
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Family visits:
social networks and games
Can you tempt children to explore cultural heritage online
through social networks and game sites?
Children spend a lot of time on the internet. That’s nothing new, but if
you want to reach them, perhaps that’s where you should approach them:
on the internet sites where they spend most of their time - their own
social network sites and game sites. But do children really want to be
approached by museums via Hyves and games?

Not another museum
website

children, you have to approach

If you were to produce a museum

on the internet: on social networks

website especially for children,

and game sites.

them where they are most active

would it bring the museum closer

72

to them and could it generate

Not another museum

more visits to museums? That’s a

Almost all boys and 90% of girls in

great deal more difficult to answer

the 8-12 age group play games on

than it seems. There are sites that

the internet (source: TNS/Newzoo/

children visit frequently and there

Gamesindustry.com). On average,

are sites for and about museums,

they spend between four and

but the two categories are so

six hours a week playing online

different that they do not overlap.

games. Children spend so much

In other words, children do not

time playing online games that it

spontaneously visit museum sites,

seems worthwhile trying to use

even if they are fun for children

these media to encourage them

or even if the site has won a prize.

to visit museums. This is a real

There is therefore little point in

challenge, since gaming children

creating yet another website about

are not (according to the SCP)

museums. If you want to reach

particularly interested in museums. >>
Visitors to the Papiria exhibition at the Kinderboekenmuseum (Children’s Book Museum), Den Haag.
Photo: Mike Bink.
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It is therefore essential to approach

games and is a recognisable

this very carefully. Nor does it have

symbol for the children. TIKKIT

to lead directly to large numbers of

shows children all the things they

museum visits, since an important

can discover in museums. It is

goal of this project is to encourage

a fun way for children to learn

children to learn about cultural

about cultural treasures and the

heritage and about museums

museums where they can be

online.

found. On mijnTIKKIT.nl they can
also compare their scores and chat

A new web concept

with each other.

A new web concept has been

A moderator from the Netherlands

developed to bring children into

Museums Association facilitates

contact with museums via social

the discussion, encourages it and

networks and game sites. By means

answers questions, although as

of a link on the popular social

far as the children are concerned

networking site Hyves and on

TIKKIT is the moderator.

various game sites, children can
activities. After a while it becomes

More young visitors to
museum sites

clear that the games and activities

This approach of introducing

are about our cultural heritage,

children to cultural heritage and

about museum collections and

museums via social networks and

about the museums themselves.

games seems to work. More than

The children can earn points

200,000 children (which is 20% of

with the games, which they can

children between the ages of 8 and

then compare with their friends

12) have already played the games

on Hyves. The games require

on mijnTIKKIT.nl at least once, and

the children to visit the sites

more than a thousand have visited

of museums and they provide

a museum to collect the museum

incentives to visit museums, for

treasure map.

example in the form of a treasure

The plan is for around 5 to 10

map and a stickers sheet that the

museums to contribute to each

children can collect from museums.

theme by providing photos and

play games and take part in various

AR-k

aartje

Tikkit-

fron1

7jan20
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L.pdf

1 1/
17

/201
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:55:
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objects from their collections for
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The web portal www.mijnTIKKIT.nl

www.mijnTIKKIT.nl

the games, posting their own game

The links all lead to the website

on mijnTIKKIT.nl and creating a

www.mijnTIKKIT.nl. The mascot

mijnTIKKIT page on their own

is TIKKIT, a crazy monster that

websites. Whenever they add

connects all the elements of the

something to mijnTIKKIT.nl, they

>>
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immediately observe an increase in

online. Anyone without an online

Objectives and results of mijnTIKKIT.nl

visits to their own website. With 75

presence is missing a substantial

Test period of 21 weeks (2011-03-07 untill 2011-07-03)

museums involved already, there is

number of children. That is why it

considerable interest in the project.

is important for the museum world

Objectives

Results

to have a strong online presence

Promising concept

that is appealing to children.

MijnTIKKIT.nl is a concept that

And that is the rationale behind

works and is viable. The project

mijnTIKKIT.nl. Reaching children

was evaluated after a trial period of

online is not only useful as a teaser

21 weeks, and the objectives were

to tempt them into museums, it is

found to have been met, and some

one of the most important methods

have even been exceeded. In light

of bringing children into contact

of these results, it was decided

with our cultural heritage and

to expand the concept, with more

what museums have to offer, even

emphasis on encouraging actual

without an actual visit. Through the

visits to museums by children and

use of the virtual online platform

on knowledge transfer via the web.

of mijnTIKKIT.nl, we link virtual

The project has shown that it is

knowledge transfer to the physical

possible to generate interest in

through activities that promote

cultural heritage and museums

visits with schools and families.

300,000 viewers

388,959 unique viewers

100,000 players

210,510 unique players

10,000
accounts

9,539 Tikkit accounts
62,570 only players who logged on via Hyves

1,000 visitors

1,298 visitors

Source: APE/PPMC (2011)

Digiland is one of the six countries in Het Rijk van Heen en Weer, the children’s exhibition at the
Museum of Communication in The Hague. The combination of (digital) interactive exhibits and RFID
technology makes the exhibition a personal experience for children up to the age of 12 and their
parents and grandparents.

by means of the media that are
popular with children. However, it

Figures and results

is important to update the games

It took around 18 months to

with a new theme at least three or

develop mijnTIKKIT.nl. In view

four times a year. Innovation leads

of the results, we can speak of

directly to a verifiable increase in

a viable concept that can be

activity and more visitors. It is also

expanded with new themes in the

important to design the concept in

future. We estimate the cost of

such a way that other museums can

developing new themes and games

take part.

at around € 25,000 per game. With
around 200,000 unique players and

The value of online visits

four games a year, that comes to

How much of their knowledge do

roughly € 0.50 for every child that

children acquire in the physical

learns about our cultural heritage

world and how much in the virtual

online.

world? Without trying to determine a
precise answer, we do know that the
‘digital born generation’ acquires a
lot of its knowledge and experience
76
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Concepts for children – Practical examples
Children’s museum or children’s section

Professor Splash
The interactive hands-on children’s exhibition ‘Professor Splash’ at the Maritime
Museum in Rotterdam allows children between the ages of four and twelve to learn
all about Rotterdam Port as they play. There are more than twenty things for them
to do. The children can cook a meal in the galley and learn how a grain elevator
works in the ball pit. They can use a computer to load and unload the ships and
learn all about navigating at sea. On the terrace outside, there are containers that
they have to move around a course with a lorry, a train or a ship. And they must
not forget to scan the contents of the container before they go through customs;
there might be smuggled goods inside.
The exhibition is the museum’s way of introducing children to a museum and
the maritime world at a young age. It puts the emphasis on offering them an
educational and exciting museum experience and giving them the feeling that a
museum is not boring but a place where there is a lot to discover. The museum
has a reputation in the region as the perfect museum to visit with children and
this exhibition is largely responsible for that. Since it originally opened in 1991
(the fourth version will be launched in June 2012), Professor Splash has been one
of the most popular exhibitions at the Maritime Museum Rotterdam.

Museum

Maritiem Museum, Rotterdam.

Target group

Children up to the age of 12 with their families or in school
groups.

Started in

1991. The exhibition is revised entirely every seven years.

Investment

€ 1 million. Out of pocket expenses: € 5,000 a year,
excluding staff costs.
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Visits by

52,000 visitors a year, 10% of them below the age of four.

children

Children account for 40% of the total number of visitors.

Professor Splash in the Maritime Museum, Rotterdam. Photo: Maritiem Museum.
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Family visits: Museum
of the Year for Children
Is it possible to develop an annual museum event that
children can take part in with the family – one with sufficient
appeal to make more children want to visit museums, even
outside the event?
In addition to the election of the ‘Museum Class of the Year’ for
schools, we are thinking of a variant for families in the form of an
annual event relating to actual visits to museums: the election of the
‘Museum of the Year for Children’.

The basic principles

Strong long-term concept

A national museum event that

On the basis of the input from

children can take part in with their

the expert meeting, the concept

family must in any case meet the

chosen was a ‘Museum of the Year

following criteria:

for Children’. The aim here is also

With roughly 250,000 Explorers

‘Museum of the Year for Children’.

• It should run for a lengthy

to develop a strong concept with

(children of members), this

The children will be able to

good prospects for the longer term

initiative is based on the same

register on a joint ANWB/Museums

• It must have sufficient scale:

and with powerful partners that

principles as the national museum

Association website, which can be

this type of event is only

are involved from the outset and

event for children.

reached from the ANWB Explorers

effective if it can be rolled out

commit themselves to it for a longer

to the national level.

period.

period.

• The communication should be
directly with the children

site and from www.mijnTIKKIT.nl.

Museum of the Year for
Children

The children will be able to inspect

ANWB Explorers, children who

and will assess the museums on

any museum in the Netherlands

are registered with mijnTIKKIT.

the basis of criteria and examples

The national partner for the family

nl and Museum Pass holders aged

provided to them. The museum

be active and to do and discover

variant of the museum event for

between 4 and 12 will be invited to

that receives the highest score

things themselves.

children is the ANWB, which has

become museum inspectors. They

in each province will win a prize,

launched its own major initiative

will visit the Dutch museums to

and one of those 12 museums will

for children in ANWB Explorers.

determine which museum is the

ultimately win the national prize. >>

themselves.

• It should encourage children to

• It should be organised together
with a major national partner.
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ANWB (Netherlands Automobile Association) as partner

Audio tour with commentary by Ewout Genemans in the Rijksmuseum van Oudheden
(National Museum of Antiquities), Leiden. Photo: Rijksmuseum van Oudheden.
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Objectives for Museum Class of the Year
Year 1
Total reach

150,000

Visits by museum inspectors

1,500

Submission

1,500

Voters

10,000

Year 2
Total reach

250,000

Visits by museum inspectors

3,000

Submission

3,000

Voters

20,000

Year 3 (optional)
Total reach

325,000

Visits by museum inspectors

4,000

Submission

4,000

Voters

25,000

Scheduled to start at the end of 2011.

ANWB Explorers bus. Photo: ANWB.

During a mystery hunt children have to carry out assignments. At a painting by Van Gogh, they
have to portray an emotion. Kröller-Müller Museum, Otterloo. Photo: Marcel van den Bergh/HH.

The victorious ‘Museum of the Year

inspections. To measure the extent

for Children’ will be invited, together

to which the objective has been

with a selected group of museum

achieved, we have set targets for the

inspectors, to the presentation of

following criteria:

the prize, which will be awarded at

• The total reach of museum

the same time as the prize for the
‘Museum Class of the Year’.

inspectors.

• The number of visits to
museums by the museum

Objective
The objective is to create interest
in museums among children and
encourage them to visit museums
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inspectors.

• The number of inspection
reports submitted.

• The number of children

throughout the year. There will be

who vote in the selection of

a recognisable logo for the museum

museums.
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Concepts for children – Practical examples
Umbrella or combination of measures for children

Knight Hoen
Knight Hoen (who was the first resident of Castle Hoensbroek) is the character who
binds together all the activities the castle has to offer for families with young children.
For example, there is the Fairy Castle, the Knight Hoen festival, a maze, a jousting
tournament and a dragon castle with a theatre show.
Knight Hoen greets the children and teaches them about life in his castle. He also
organizes educational programmes for primary schools.
For the very young, he tells the story of ‘De Waakdraak van Ridder Hoen’ (Knight
Hoen’s Dragon Guard) as part of a fun and exciting programmed ring which the
children learn words associated with the castle.
The older children learn the true story of a family dispute between two brothers
who both laid claim to Castle Hoensbroek - a dispute that lasted many years and
divided the castle’s residents into two camps. Author Arend van Dam has written
a book about it entitled ‘Ridder zonder kasteel’ (‘The Knight without a Castle’).
Knight Hoen also takes the children on a mystery hunt through the rooms and
objects in the castle that played an important role in those events.
For the oldest groups in primary school, Knight Hoen tells the story of the
Bokkenrijders (Goat Riders) in Castle Hoensbroek, and using the book ‘Het Wolvenpak’
(‘The Wolf Pack’) by Ton van Reen, they learn all about Castle Hoensbroek in the
18th century, when the gap between rich and poor was very great.

Museum

Castle Hoensbroek.

Target group

Young children with their families.

Started in

2005, with new activities every year.

Investment

€ 5,000 to develop the character.
Purchase of merchandise, € 30,000.

Visits by

The number of visitors rose from 69,000 in 2004 to 93,000

children

in 2005; 2007 was a record year with almost 106,000 visitors,
of whom 30% were children up to the age of 12.
The average number of visitors fluctuates around 94,000,
with 27,000 children. In 2010 the castle had another record
year, when it was the most popular museum in Limburg.
Knight Hoen. Image: Kasteel Hoensbroek.
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Final conclusions and follow-up
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Children in the cockpit of a Boeing 747. Aviodrome, the National Aviation Theme Park at Lelystad Airport.
Photo: Aviodrome.
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Final conclusions

The studies and experiments have highlighted measures that are
successful and effective in encouraging children to visit museums more
often. Here are the most important conclusions.

Prior estimates and actual
figures

free admission showed that the

Before the experiments were

of visits by children to museums

carried out, it was estimated that

would in fact be far lower than the

free admission would generate

projected 100,000 to 200,000. The

between 100,000 and 200,000

decision not to proceed with the

additional visits by children every

plans for free admission therefore

year. The initial estimate of the cost

proved even wiser than was

was € 5.4 million. Further enquiries

assumed at the time.

increase in the annual number

some successful concepts could be

Museum visits with the
school

identified – along with the factors

The main consideration for schools

Ronal Plasterk, the responsible

Successful initiatives in the
Netherlands and abroad,
but few figures

in their success.

in the choice of museum to visit

minister at the time, decided not to

There is a wide variety of

It is clear that free admission has

is its content and approach. The

go ahead with plans to introduce

initiatives to encourage children

only a minor effect on children’s

museum must be interesting for

free admission to museums and

to visit museums both in

museum visits in other countries.

children and offer enjoyable child-

asked the Museums Association to

the Netherlands and in other

In fact, outside the Netherlands,

friendly activities. In addition, it

investigate what other measures

countries. Initiatives that appeal

children between the ages of 4 and

is important to schools that the

might have the effect of increasing

to children do lead to more visits

12 are not always a distinct target

museum fits in well with their

visits by children to museums. He

by children, but it is not always

group.

curriculum.

specifically asked the association

clear what the concomitant costs

to study the effects of price and

are. No calculations of the costs

The most common form of

bus transport. Experiments with

of generating each additional visit

transport from school to the

by a child were found. However,

among members of the Netherlands
Museums Association produced
a higher figure. Consequently,
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Princess Maxima during a visit to the exhibition Macht and Mystiek Egmond in de Middeleeuwen (Might and
Mystery of Egmond in the Middle Ages), Stedelijk Museum, Alkmaar. Photo: Koen van Weel/ANP.

>>
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Pop hits pavilion in Beeld en Geluid (Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision), Mediapark, Hilversum.
Photo: Beeld en Geluid.

Children on the train to Bombay, Ster in de Stad (Star in the City) exhibition, Tropenmuseum Junior,
Amsterdam. Photo: Tropenmuseum.

museum is in parents’ cars (43%),

number of visits by schoolchildren.

hand, and the chosen model on

is part of www.mijnTIKKIT.nl. The

followed by walking and cycling

Local or regional subsidies,

the other. Visits are generally

motto for the first year is ‘Make

(23%). They are followed by the

strong local involvement and the

rated highly. There is, however, a

something modern with something

use of public transport and hiring

differences in how they operate

correlation between the number of

old!’ The assignment for the

coaches for a school trip, each with

make it unlikely that national

children covered in a market and

children is to think of a present-

around 10%. A museum bus, ‘other’

coordination will lead to more

the experience of the intermediary

day use for an artefact from the

forms of transport and the culture

school visits for less money

organisation. The vast majority of

museum they have visited.

pass account for a few percent
each.

intermediaries that have existed
The costs per child per visit range

for some time have a higher

It is not yet possible to determine

from € 2 to € 3 up to around € 15

participation rate.

the effect of giving a Museum Pass

Admission price and accessibility

to € 25, depending on the model

play a role as ‘dissatisfiers’. In

adopted by the intermediary:

The enthusiasm of the

in terms of the number of visits to

other words, a low admission

demand-driven mediation or the

intermediaries was one of the

museums.

price and ease of transport never

full-service concept. The difference

factors in the decision to join with

determine the choice of museum,

in price is determined mainly by

them in organising a competition

but if a museum is too expensive

whether or not bus transport is

to choose the ‘Museum Class of

Museum visits with
the family

or difficult to get to, schools might

provided.

the Year’. The schools that use

Various offline and online media

the regional intermediaries to

were used to invite members of the

choose not to visit it.
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to teachers who do not yet have one

No correlation could be

organise a visit to a museum can

target group to visit a museum in

The ten regional and local

found between the number of

use that visit for the contest.

the neighbourhood free of charge

intermediaries (or cultural umbrella

participating children and their

They can register at www.

during the school holidays. The

bodies) account for 10% of the total

rating of the visit on the one

museumklasvanhetjaar.nl, which

results ranged from a response

>>
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Through the use of social networks

winner. This project is being

and popular game sites, around 40%

developed in association with the

of the target group was reached

ANWB (Netherlands Automobile

during the test period of 21 weeks.

Association), which has developed

The number of unique players was

its own children’s concept in ANWB

20% of the target group. There was

Explorers, which has been joined

also a substantial number of log-ins.

by around 250,000 children of

The number of actual visits to

ANWB members. The project has

museums was limited to just over

been designed as the museum

10% of the players who logged in via

variant of ANWB Explorers.

mijnTIKKIT.nl.
The ‘Museum of the Year for

The Netherlands Water Museum in Arnhem,
a museum for all the family! Photo: Jurjen Poeles.

Children’ project for families and

concept for virtual knowledge

the ‘Museum Class of the Year’

transfer. Anyone without an online

project for schools will be run

presence is failing to reach a

on the platform built around the

substantial number of children.

mijnTIKKIT.nl site. MijnTIKKIT.

This is why it is important for

nl is the online platform for all

rate of 0.4% for door-to-door flyers

quarter of the children were visiting

the museum community to have

the participating children, where

to 3.2% for personal invitations

a museum for the first time and the

a distinctive online presence that

they can download information,

that also allowed an accompanying

ratings were consistently high.

appeals to children. Reaching

submit their projects and view and

adult to be admitted for free. The
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This seems to be a very promising

children online not only acts as

assess the other projects. This is

costs per respondent were similar

Although there are many good

a teaser to generate visits to the

expected to generate more visits

in the most favourable online and

museum websites for children, they

museums themselves, it is one of

to mijnTIKKIT.nl, so that more

offline variants and amounted to

are seldom visited by children.

the most important ways of bringing

children will also take part in the

around € 20 per respondent. The

Because children acquire a lot of

children into contact with our

museum games. In this way we

outcome of these tests was similar

their knowledge from online media,

cultural heritage.

expect to create synergy between

to direct marketing campaigns

an online concept for museums has

for other products and services

been developed (www.mijnTIKKIT.

As in the case of school visits,

Class of the Year’ and the museum

and, in that sense, this approach

nl), which reaches children in the

an event is also being developed

inspectors on the one hand, and

represents a useful instrument for

target group at the sites where they

to promote family visits. The

the virtual museum world of

a special campaign by museums to

spend a lot of their time: in games

concept involves asking children

mijnTIKKIT.nl on the other.

attract children.

and on Hyves. On the site there are

to become museum inspectors

the projects for the ‘Museum

games, competitions and activities

and to evaluate museums on their

This synergy will create a

If we project the results of the free

for children through which they

appeal to children. Based on the

permanent concept on a national

offer to the national population

learn about cultural heritage as

scores they give, a ‘Museum of the

scale and with a single objective: to

of the target group, the estimated

they play. There are also triggers in

Year for Children’ will be elected

bring children closer to our cultural

effect of free admission comes to

the games inviting them to visit a

in each province and, ultimately,

heritage and museums, both online

15,000 to 30,000 visitors a year. A

museum.

there will be a single national

and in the physical world.
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Follow-up: getting children
to visit more often
Children’s workshop in the Nederlands Fotomuseum, Rotterdam. Photo: Sjef van Duin/Nederlands Fotomuseum.

Investing in the audience of the future
The studies and experiments have yielded a wealth of new insights and
promising initiatives. The task of the museums now is to put these results
into practice. The Netherlands Museums Association will take the lead in
this with an active policy to promote efforts to encourage children to visit
museums.
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Promoting visits to museums
and their websites

Match with school curriculum

61% of school classes now visit a

an important role in encouraging

museum at least once a year. That

museum visits. Schools are more

should be 100%. The Netherlands

inclined to bring classes to a museum

Museums Association’ first

with an appealing educational

objective is to raise the figure to

programme for children that fits

80% by 2015.

in well with the curriculum. The

The studies show that schools play

Sharing inspiring examples

with families are successful and

Museums with appealing and

promising. The Netherlands

The studies and experiments have

nu) is a mandatory element of the

carefully considered concepts are

Museums Association will continue

shown that children can also be

school curriculum. The Netherlands

visited by a lot more children than

to actively support the competitions

persuaded to learn about museums

Museums Association is studying

museums that treat children as an

to elect the Museum Class of the

online by reaching out to them at

whether connections can be made

afterthought. Many museums have

Year and Museum of the Year for

the places they spend a lot of their

between the museums and the Canon.

already devised successful concepts

Children, as well as expanding

time: on social network and game

for children. The Netherlands

them and helping museums to

sites. With specially developed

Successful cooperation

Museums Association encourages

find effective ways of joining the

games about museums and

Everyone agrees that children

and facilitates museums in sharing

programmes. The ANWB and the

cultural heritage. Every new game

should visit museums more often.

their experiences with concepts for

regional intermediaries have been

involving the treasures to be found

The studies show how that can be

children, so that they can learn from

carefully chosen as partners to

in museums attracts new children

achieved. They also clearly show

each other, share knowledge and

provide a sound starting point for

to the platform www.mijnTIKKIT.

that cooperation is an important

inspire one another in developing

efforts to persuade a large number

nl. There are already 75 museums

success factor. The Netherlands

new museum concepts for children.

of children to visit museums

taking part in this project. The

Museums Association will take the

Canon of Dutch history (www.entoen.

both through schools and with

Museums Association will expand

lead in initiating and stimulating that

Continuing national
programmes

their families. The Museums

this promising project as a

cooperation. It is now up to the sector,

Association will continue its efforts

permanent vehicle that museums

the public authorities, the educational

The programmes that have been

to find strong partners for both

can use to bring children closer to

sector and other stakeholders to join

developed to promote visits

programmes in order to solidify

their cultural heritage.

together and invest in the museum

to museums from schools and

their position.

visitors of tomorrow.
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manner. They can see things with their own eyes and hear the stories
behind them. A museum is place where children can discover and
experience things, and enjoy themselves. A visit to a museum provides
inspiration for children and challenges them to reflect and look at things

Museums have a lot to offer children. And children enjoy visiting a
museum. Why, then, do they not visit them far more often? Are they
put off by the admission price? Surely the answer then is simply to make
entrance free for children? Then they will certainly come. No, they won’t.
Surprisingly enough, free admission attracts scarcely any new children to
a museum. So how do you tempt children into making a visit? That is the
subject of this publication.
If there is one thing we all agree on, it is that children are never too
young to learn about our cultural heritage and the collections that are
its physical manifestation. This publication describes what measures
are genuinely effective in encouraging children to visit a museum more
often. In it, public authorities, schools, intermediaries and museums will
find specific practical suggestions to help museums attract more young
visitors.

ISBN 978-90-807035-0-6

children visiting museums

critically.

children
visiting museums

A museum is an ideal environment for children to learn in an informal

Investing in the audience
of the future

